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AnBir Regulates Development

Sexual development: Constitutive expression of AnBIR
impact sexual development in several ways. The AnBIR-
overexpressing strain exhibits an almost exclusive push 
towards sexual reproduction. However, sexual development 
is initially delayed, as confirmed by quantifying ascospore 
production over 14 days.  

Microscopic observation of  cleistothecia and the 
ascospores they housed within also confirmed delayed 
sexual development in the AnBIR-overexpressing strain, as 
evidenced by fewer mature (red) ascospores  & more 
nursing Hulle cells on days 3 and 4 in the AnBIR-
overexpressing strain. By day 5, the OE::AnBIR caught up 
developmentally.

AnBIR-overexpressing strain was also observed to  
produce larger cleistothecia, unlike the wild type which 
produces smaller & more densely packed cleistothecia. We 
confirmed the larger cleistothecia house higher number of 
ascospores within.
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Conclusion & Perspective

We find that the A. nidulans IAP, AnBir, is an 
essential gene, similar to observations of IAP 
homologs in other fungal species, including in A. 
fumigatus, Magnaporthe oryzae and Botrytis 
cinerea. In A. nidulans, AnBir is also indispensable 
for developmental regulation as shown by the 
significant impact on development caused by  
constitutive expression of AnBIR.

How AnBir regulates development is not yet 
understood. Moreover, given that IAPs are highly 
conserved across eukaryotic kingdoms, including 
fungi, it is likely that AnBir plays a role in PCD 
regulation. Therefore, to elucidate how AnBir 
regulates development and whether it regulates 
PCD, it is necessary to decipher proteins that AnBir 
may interact with. In doing so, we hope to 
understand how AnBir regulates fundamental 
processes like development and potentially 
characterize the fungal PCD biochemical pathway, 
which until now has remained unexplored. 

AnBIR Regulates Development

Asexual Development: When AnBIR is 
constitutively expressed, asexual development is 
almost completely lost with the constitutively 
expressing strain making significantly lower 
amounts of conidia compared to wild type.
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Introduction
Inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAPs) are proteins 

that negatively regulate programmed cell death (PCD), the 
regulated & orderly mechanism of cell demise. PCD is 
conserved across eukaryotic kingdoms and is crucial in 
regulating development, organogenesis, immune system 
maturation, stress response, host-pathogen interactions & 
more. IAPs, most studied within the context of apoptotic 
PCD, negatively regulate PCD by inhibiting the proteases 
that execute cell death, caspases.

Our understanding of fungal PCD is limited. 
Remarkably, fungi exhibit classical morphological features 
of dying cells, although, at the sequence level, they lack 
homologs of core PCD regulators, including caspases. 
However, IAPs are highly conserved in fungi. All fungi 
contain a single IAP with 2 BIR domains, the IAP family-
defining domain that serves as protein-protein interaction 
platform. Uniquely, unlike animal IAPs that contain 
various other domains, fungal IAPs only contain the BIR 
domains .

Given that IAPs are amongst few highly conserved 
PCD-regulatory proteins in fungi, we set out to characterize 
the IAP gene in the model filamentous fungus Aspergillus 
nidulans, AnBIR. Our goals are to decipher the processes 
that AnBir regulates and to capitalize on AnBir to identify 
interacting proteins, potentially allowing us to uncover the 
fungal PCD biochemical pathway

AnBir is required for survival
AnBIR deletion is lethal. When AnBIR is placed under 

the control of a xylose-inducible promoter, the fungus only 
grows when the promoter is induced. Very low levels of 
AnBIR expression appear sufficient for survival as fungus 
continues to grow at extremely low xylose concentrations. 
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